Problem 0.2. Find a maximal monotone multifunction S: E 7 ! 2 E that is not strongly maximal monotone. (As we have already observed, S cannot be a subdi erential. We shall show in Theorem 1.1 that S cannot be a monotone linear operator either.) This problem is open even if E = IR 2 . By way of introduction to the other subclasses of the maximal monotone operators that we wish to discuss, we mention the following result that was proved in 11], Corollary 10.4, p. 36: Let E be re exive and S: E 7 ! 2 E be monotone. Then S is maximal monotone if, and only if, for all (x; x ) 2 E E n G(S), there exists (w; w ) 2 G(S) such that w 6 = x; w 6 = x and hw ? x; w ? x i = ?kw ? xkkw ? x k:
(0:2:1)
We now formalize the above result into a de nition.
De nition 0.3. Let E be a real Banach space with dual E and S: E 7 ! 2 E be monotone. We say that S is of type (NA) if, for all (x; x ) 2 E E nG(S), there exists (w; w ) 2 G(S) satisfying (0.2.1). (NA) stands for \negative alignment".
It obviously follows from the result mentioned above that if E is re exive then every maximal monotone operator on E is of type (NA). The following simple example shows that there is no hope of getting this result if E is not re exive.
Example 0. 4 . Let E be a nonre exive Banach space. Let Sx := f0g (x 2 E). From James's theorem, there exists x 2 E that does not attain its norm on the unit ball of E. Then S is maximal monotone and (0; x ) 2 E E n G(S), but there does not exist (w; w ) 2 G(S) satisfying (0.2.1): since (w; w ) 2 G(S) =) w = 0, (0.2.1) would imply that hw; x i = kwkkx k. Setting b := w=kwk, we would have kbk = 1 and hb; x i = kx k, contradicting our choice of x .
The above considerations lead us to the following weakening of De nition 0.3:
De nition 0.5. Let E be a real Banach space with dual E and S: E 7 ! 2 E be monotone. We say that S is of type (ANA) if, whenever (x; x ) 2 E E n G(S) then, for all n 1, there exists (w n ; w n ) 2 G(S) such that w n 6 = x, w n 6 = x and hw n ? x; w n ? x i kw n ? xkkw n ? x k ! ?1 as n ! 1: (ANA) stands for \almost negative alignment". If S is of type (ANA) then S is maximal monotone. Further, it is clear that every monotone multifunction of type (NA) is of type (ANA). The converse of this statement is false | the operator S de ned in Example 0.4 is not of type (NA) but, from Theorem 2.1 below, it is of type (ANA).
Our motivation for introducing multifunctions of type (ANA) again stems from the properties of subdi erentials, since it was proved in 10], Theorem 13, p. 229 and Theorem 26, p. 237 that if f: E 7 ! IR f1g is proper, convex and lower semicontinuous then the associated subdi erential mapping @f: E 7 ! 2 E is maximal monotone of type (ANA). From (a), h is convex on D. h is also a ne and weakly continuous on K. Proof. We rst note from the local boundedness theorem for monotone multifunctions (see, for instance, 4] Theorem 2.28, p. 28) that T is bounded. Suppose that (x; x ) 2 E E n G(T). Then Tx 6 = x . For all n 1, we can nd z n 2 E such that kz n k = 1 and hz n ; Tx ? x i ! ?kTx ? x k as n ! 1:
For all n 1, let w n := x + z n =n 6 = x. Then kTw n ? Txk = kTz n k=n kTk=n hence kTw n ? Txk ! 0 and kTw n ? x k ! kTx ? x k 6 = 0 as n ! 1:
Now, for all su ciently large n 1, Tw n 6 = x and we have the inequality jhw n ? x; Tw n ? Txij kw n ? xkkTw n ? x k kTw n ? Txk kTw n ? x k :
Combining this with (2.1.2), we obtain that hw n ? x; Tw n ? Txi kw n ? xkkTw n ? x k ! 0 as n ! 1:
On the other hand, from (2.1.1) and (2.1.2), hw n ? x; Tx ? x i kw n ? xkkTw n ? x k = hz n =n; Tx ? x i kz n =nkkTw n ? x k ! ?kTx ? x k kTx ? x k = ?1 as n ! 1:
Adding this to (2.1.3), we obtain that hw n ? x; Tw n ? x i kw n ? xkkTw n ? x k ! ?1 as n ! 1:
This completes the proof that T is of type (ANA). As we have already observed, this implies that T is maximal monotone.
As we stated in Problem 0.6, we would like to have an example of a linear maximal monotone operator that is not of type (ANA). It is clear from Theorem 2.1 that any such example must be unbounded. One common way of constructing unbounded linear operators is to use di erentiation. In Example 2.2 below, we discuss a simple case of the di erentiation technique (which, unfortunately, does not provide the example that we want). Proof. De T ?1 x . It is clear from Theorem 2.1 that V is of type (ANA), from which it follows easily that T is of type (ANA) also. As we have already observed, this implies that T is maximal monotone.
Ultramaximal monotone linear operators
Since Theorem 2.3 tells us that a linear solution to Problem 0.6 cannot be surjective, we now consider a modi cation of the di erentiation technique already discussed in Example 2.2 that yields a non{surjective operator. We now come to our main result about ultramaximal monotone linear operators. We next give a simple su cient condition for T to be ultramaximal monotone and hence, by virtue of the above theorem, of type (NA) also. If F E, we write Proof. We shall suppose that (v ; v ) 2 E E satis es (3. Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 3.6 since R(T) ? = f0g.
If F E , we write F ? := fx 2 E: for all x 2 F; hx; x i = 0g:
The set F ? should not be confused with the set F ? already de ned. 
